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Living room Citron accent pillows provide counterpoint to a refined 
palette of cream, complex grays, and rich blues. The ethereal painting 
over the fireplace was commissioned from local artist Arthur Price. 
Preceding pages J.C. and Amy Conlin with daughters Grace, 10, and 
Saylor, 4. The home’s character-filled mood begins in the foyer, where 
designer Dana Wolter mingled a new console and bench with an 
antique lamp, draperies, and artwork set off by brass frames. “When 
you walk in, you can’t tell how old this house is,” Wolter says. “It feels 
collected over time—not like a brand-new home.”

ometimes spaghetti sauce splatters the ban-
quette. J.C. and Amy Conlin understand it’s 
part of the spills and thrills of raising two 
little girls. They refuse, however, to let their 
taste be commandeered by Chef Boyardee.

Sophistication had to be part of the fabric of their new house 
in Birmingham, Alabama. “J.C. and I,” Amy says, “wanted our 
home to be super functional for our family but to look adult.”

Designer Dana Wolter took that mandate to heart, creating 
rooms that are warm, inviting, and sophisticated—yet incred-
ibly, indelibly kid-friendly. “I was strategic with fabrics,” 
Wolter says. “Everything is treated for durability. The Conlins 
can live in their house and enjoy it—with no worries.”

The tone is evident from the first step inside. Pleated drap-
eries soften one wall of the foyer, a layered space outfitted with 
a functional bench for putting on shoes and with custom art to 
amplify the draperies’ drama. “It’s elegant but livable,” Wolter 
says. “You walk in and instantly feel comfortable.”

Shades of gray and silver begin here, then thread through-
out the home, including the adjacent living room, a grand 
space with a soaring 21-foot ceiling.

s
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Living room An upholstered screen dials up the drama in this gathering 
and entertaining space. Attention to detail is a hallmark. Drapery edges 
line up perfectly with seams in the wall upholstery, which boasts both 
nailheads and integrated sconces. Library Walls are slathered in 
Benjamin Moore’s “Deep Space,” a charcoal gray with a hint of slate 
blue. One of the built-in cabinets opens to reveal a media closet, making 
it easy for J.C. to unwind with his favorite show. A leather-top desk 
adds to the masculine vibe.

I LOVE THE 
UNEXPECTEDNESS 
OF A MOODY 
SPACE IN A LIGHT 
AND AIRY HOME.” 
—designer Dana Wolter

“My goal was to tone down the vastness and make the room 
warm and livable,” Wolter says. “The solution was 21-foot 
draperies.” Their soft pleats hug French doors and soften the 
look of the limestone blocks that form the fireplace wall.

Draperies also frame the adjacent wall, a textural, color-
rich stunner that elevates the idea of an accent wall. Wolter 
custom-designed the dramatic installation, a screen covered 
in deep blue upholstery spiked with brass nailheads. 

“A wall of fabric? When Dana first suggested it, J.C. and I 
couldn’t envision it,” Amy says. “But it turned out so incredi-
ble. It’s the thing everyone who visits our home talks about.”

Long gab sessions are encouraged in this space, where pairs 
of inviting club chairs and sofas snuggle next to the fireplace. 
Leather chairs and a tufted ottoman pull out to easily accom-
modate extra guests. “A room should feel welcoming,” Wolter 
says. “The more the merrier.”

The dark and dramatic hues that Wolter used in selective 
bursts in the living room intensify in the library, a masculine 
space that J.C. uses for both business and relaxation. 

“J.C. isn’t afraid to push the envelope with color and daring 
in his wardrobe,” Wolter says. “I wanted his office to reflect 
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Kitchen and breakfast area Casual farmhouse style meets traditional 
elegance in the cooking space, as Wolter successfully mixed shiplap 
siding and expanses of Calacatta Gold marble. Amy loves the “secret 
door” in the shiplap that opens to a pantry. Wolter designed the 
banquette and breakfast table to fit the architecture, creating a cozy 
dining spot where the girls also love to play.
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Dining room The arched hallway, part of the design by Williams 
Blackstock Architects, offers an intriguing gateway to the formal dining 
space, where suede wallcovering is juxtaposed against classic “brown” 
furniture. An antique mirror reflects contemporary art. As in the library, 
a jolt of cranberry, this time on draperies, energizes the moody palette. 

that. It’s a moody space where he can enjoy a cocktail with a 
friend. But the cranberry settee provides a nice pop against the 
dark backdrop.”

Deep colors—the grays, blues, and black in Wolter’s pal-
ette—return to a supporting role in the kitchen and breakfast 
nook, the family’s primary hangout spot.

“Amy and J.C. wanted a lot of white—a light and airy mood,” 
Wolter says. 

White paint covers the arched ceiling, the equally graceful 
plaster range hood, and the shiplap that pairs with elegant 
Calacatta Gold marble on the range wall and island. “I love the 
movement of the marble,” Amy says. “It really gives a neutral 
kitchen life.”

White even covers the spacious banquette in the eating 
nook—a choice that Amy initially wasn’t so in love with. “Dana 
wanted to do a white bench, and I said, ‘No! No!’” Amy recalls 
with a laugh. “But it’s vinyl. You can just wipe off the spills.”

When the Conlins entertain, though, it’s all about elegance. 
Wolter wrapped the dining room walls in a dark gray suede 
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Master bath Arabascato marble forms a breathtaking canvas for  
a luxe soaking tub. A pretty vanity space lets Amy primp in style.  
Master bedroom Serenity is the watchword in Amy and J.C.’s private 
quarters. Draperies, an upholstered headboard, and a banded bed skirt 
continue the home’s emphasis on layers of luxe textiles. 

that cocoons the space in soft, subtle texture. Nailhead trim 
accents blue upholstered spool chairs, their stained-wood 
frames meshing with a classic turned-leg table. 

“I like the drama of the suede,” Amy says. “It’s unexpected—
great in a space made for entertaining.”

Her favorite place, though, is the master bedroom. “It’s a 
true retreat,” Amy says.

Wolter called on a soft palette of cream with rich, soft grays 
to create a soothing, tailored room layered in soft fabrics. Its 
calm vibe continues into the master bath, a serene room filled 
with classic finishes that will stand the test of time.

“I dipped the bathroom in marble,” Wolter says with a 
laugh. Calacatta Gold marble blocks cover the walls, while the 
same luxe material in mosaic form spills across the floor. A 
large Roman shade layers in softness and provides privacy. 

“Everything turned out beautiful,” Amy says. “I would have 
never come up with the ideas that have made our home so 
 special. It’s a true testament to trusting your decorator.” +
Interior designer: Dana Wolter
Architect: Williams Blackstock Architects
For more information, see sources on page 92

I DIPPED THE 
BATHROOM IN 
MARBLE.” 
—designer Dana Wolter
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